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Objectives 

  Be introduced to the principles and application of 
Appreciative Inquiry 

  Engage in a mini-inquiry experience on the topic of Student 
Success 

  Learn some new concepts you can apply in your daily work 
in every conversation 

  Hear first-hand how education and other organizations 
around the world are applying Appreciative Inquiry 

  Begin to envision how to ignite new kinds of conversations 
within Upper Grand School Board and in your own school. 



Agenda  
  Introductions 
  Overview of Appreciative Inquiry 
  Discovery:  Paired Interviews  
  The Art of the Question 
  Small Group Meaning Making 

Lunch 

  Dream:  Creating a Preferred Image of the Future 
  Design:  Taking Action 
  Destiny:  How Might You Use AI? 





Appreciative Inquiry  
. . . in a nutshell 



Dr. David Coopperrider 

Professor of Social Entrepreneurship 
Weatherhead School of Management 
Case Western Reserve University. 

Chairman and Founder, 
Center for Business As An Agent of 
World Benefit, Cleveland, Ohio. 





Appreciative Inquiry is  

the theory & practice  

for approaching change 

 from a holistic framework 



Original Research in 1980s 



“The task of leadership is  

to create an alignment of  

strengths, making our  

 weaknesses irrelevant”.  

~~Peter Drucker 

(2004, Interview with Dr. David Cooperrider) 



Appreciative Inquiry is… 

A strength-based approach to change 

“It is not about ignoring the negative!” 

About finding the best in people and  
the world around us – “positive core” 

Co-creating preferred images of the future 

Purposefully identifying and focusing on what we 
want more of – particularly around behaviour 





Choices in Our Inquiry 

Inquiry into stress . . .  
we create more 

stress 

Inquiry into joy . . .   we 
create more joy 



Human systems move in the direction of  
what we deeply and persistently ask 

questions about 

  the process begins with developing the topic 
that will guide our inquiry and help us connect 
to the positive core 

  topics become seeds of the 
 change we want to see happen 



2.  Discovery 
"What gives life?" 

(the best of what is) 
APPRECIATING 

5.  Destiny (Delivery) 
"How to empower, learn and 

adjust/ improvise?" 
SUSTAINING 

4.  Design 
"What should be - the ideal?" 

CO-CONSTRUCTING 

1.  Define   
Decide what to learn about and 

Create the Inquiry Process 
CLARIFYING 

3.  Dream 
"What might be?" 

ENVISIONING IMPACT 

The 
Positive Core 

5 D Model     



Our topic of inquiry today: 

Creating an Epidemic of 
Student Success 



Discovery:  Engaging Through Paired 
Interviews 

  Choose an ‘improbable’ partner 

  Take a moment to read questions on 
your own 

  Interview your partner, take notes 

After 20 minutes change roles 



19 

Listen! 

  Listen! 

  Listen! 



Let your partner 

tell their story 
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Be genuinely curious 
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Watch for 
excitement! 

 Probe to  
learn more 
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Help your interview partner focus on 
the positives - ‘what is working’ 
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Allow for 
silence 
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Respect 
confidentiality 



“If you want to change the culture,  
change the conversation.” 

 ~~Joel Henning  

“If you want to change the conversation,  
change the questions you ask.” 

~~Joyce Majors 



Choice Map:  The Art of the Question 

Change Your Questions, Change Your Life by Marilee Adams 
To download the choice map go to:  www.inquiryinstitute.com/CM.pdf  



Judger Mindset 
(In Human Systems this is can be a  
Win/Lose or even Lose/Lose) 

What went wrong here? 

Who’s to blame? 

How can we avoid doing that again? 

Why are we missing forecast? 

What is wrong with communication? 

Why is employee engagement so low? 

What gaps do we need to close? 

The questions we ask  
are fateful! 

Adapted from: Change Your Questions, Change Your Life by Marilee Adams 



Learner Mindset 
(In Human Systems this can be a Win/Win) 

What’s working here? How do we get  
more of that? 

What helped us accomplish this? 

What can we learn from this? 

What keeps us energized, engaged? 

What possibilities have we not yet  
considered? 

What’s the smallest change that could 
have the biggest positive impact? 

Adapted from: Change Your Questions, Change Your Life by Marilee Adams 

The questions we ask  
are fateful! 



2.  Discovery 
"What gives life?" 

(the best of what is) 
APPRECIATING 

5.  Destiny (Delivery) 
"How to empower, learn and 

adjust/ improvise?" 
SUSTAINING 
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"What should be - the ideal?" 

CO-CONSTRUCTING 
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ENVISIONING IMPACT 

The 
Positive Core 

5 D Model     



 Choose a scribe 
Step 1: each person shares 
highlights of partner’s story(Q1) 
Group captures “themes” 
Step 2: share and capture 
core values (Q2) 

Output:  3 to 5 themes for your group on GREEN 
   3 to 5 core values on PINK 

Table group activity  
Discovery: “Meaning Making” 



What is a ‘theme’? 

An idea or concept about what is present in the  

stories (Q1) when people are reporting times of  

greatest excitement, creativity and reward. 

 “feeling of success” 

   “clarity about purpose” 

     “fun and excitement”   
   



The complexities of today’s problems are such  

that we must bring like-hearted people together, 

 to use the diversity of our thinking,  

to create innovative and sustainable solutions. 

~~ Maureen McKenna 
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The community coming onto the ”Common” 



A unified vision 

and a roadmap and 

actions to get there. 

The community leaving the ”Common” 



“Communities  grow in the direction of 

 what they ask questions about and  

focus their attention on.” 
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Dream:  Envisioning What Could Be . . . 

Imagine that it is 2014, you are at the annual OPC 
Conference. The Upper Grand School Board is being 
recognized for their exceptional student success 
practices. 

You have been asked to give a creative representation 
of the accomplishments of the region. Describe how 
student success initiatives have positively changed 
over the last 3 years. 



Step 2 

  Translate this image into a compelling 
“possibility” statement that captures its essence 

  Remember: “words create worlds” 

Be prepared to present! 

Dream:  Envisioning what could be . . . 



  A compelling statement that describes or 
translates your visual image of the preferred 
future into words. 

  It captures the essence of the image and can 
stand alone to convey the future that you desire. 

e.g., “A crew of individuals sailing together  

to a common destination.” 

A possibility statement is . . . 



Purpose of AI 

 “. . . transform challenges into powerful  

strategic questions . . . to quickly  

discover the strengths, best practices,  

and passions for improvement and  

innovation that already exist in your  

organization . . .” 

~~David Cooperrider 
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Design:  Making it Happen 



Appreciative Inquiry Principles 

Words Create  
Worlds 

Inquiry is  
Change 

Image Inspires 
Action 

People commit 
to what they 
have a voice 
in creating 

Whatever we 
Choose to  
Focus on  

Grows 

Positive 



Purpose of AI 

 “. . . transform challenges into powerful  

strategic questions . . . to quickly  

discover the strengths, best practices,  

and passions for improvement and  

innovation that already exist in your  

organization . . .” 

~~David Cooperrider 



“There is no greater power than a community 

 discovering what it cares about. 

Ask “What’s possible?” not “What’s wrong?” 

Keep asking. Notice what you care about. 

Assume that many others share your dreams. 

Be brave enough to start a 

conversation that matters.” 

    ~~Meg Wheatley 



British Airways 

Challenge    Affirmative Topic 

Baggage Problems         Service Recovery 

Service Recovery            Exceptional Arrival Experience 

Appreciative Questions: 
Describe your most memorable arrival experience, as a  
customer or, as airline personnel.  What made it memorable  
for you?  How did you feel? 

If you had a magic wand, how would you use it to enhance  
our overall arrival experience for our customers? 



Imagine Projects Around the World –  
a catalyst for TDSB Imagine Student Success 









The Appreciative Interview (2400+ conducted 
From October to March) 
Tell me a story about a time when you felt most successful 
at school. What was happening? Who was involved? 

Imagine a school where every student is successful. What 
might teachers be doing? What might students be doing?   





Samara – jPod 
student – leading 

the way to the 
summit 



May 2005: Gerard Kennedy  
Minister of Education 



Hard at work - interviewing 



Principal and student 



Continuing to get the student  
voice on graffiti walls 



Dreaming together . . . 



Student asking 
the Minister 
a question 



Board	  Approved	  
Mandates	  

One	  
Student	  Advisory	  	  

to	  Trustees,	  	  
&	  Co-‐curricular	  	  

Ac7vi7es	  

Two	  
Posi7ve	  Student	  

/Teacher	  
Rela7onships	  

Three	  
Pilot	  Programs	  re:	  	  

Timetables/Programming	  

Four	  
Professional	  	  
Development	  	  
for	  Teachers	  

Five	  
Student	  Voice	  /	  	  
Student	  Surveys	  



Immediate short term impact 

•  staff, students and the community could envision new possibilities for 
student success 

•  strong positive interpersonal relationships through shared imagination 

•  stakeholders began to view challenges as exciting, creative 
opportunities rather than problems 

•  staff, students and the community empowered to explore school 
improvement with optimism and energy 

•  student voice is part of everything 

•  lives have changed 



AY Jackson HS Youth Designed /  
Led Summit for 300 GR 9 students  

transitioning into the school 
AY Jackson HS Positions of 
Responsibility  Workshop 

TDSB Student Voice:  Positive student/ 
Teacher relationship inquiry 

TDSB Special Education Consultants –  
Input into strategic planning session 



TDSB Guidance Resources – 
AI Training 

TDSB Business Managers AI 
Training 

TDSB Elementary School Staff –  
Creating a Positive Culture 

TDSB Parent Involvement Association 
Leadership Day 


